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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO REGULATIONS
The Subcommittee on Examination and Term Regulations was asked to “re-examine current Faculty regulations
governing the administration of quizzes, tests, and examinations during the regular term as well as the Faculty
regulations governing the end of term.” Specifically the Subcommittee looked at seven areas: term and end-of-term
regulations, evening examinations, take-home examinations, governance of examination policy, procedures to deal
with violations, suggestions for informing faculty members of the regulations, and changes to Rules and Regulations
of the Faculty.
The Subcommittee’s Findings and Recommendations are in Section IV of the full report, which follows this
summary. This summary includes only proposed regulation changes. In the full report, the Subcommittee also
endorses continuation of a number of existing regulations.
The Subcommittee's report was first presented to the faculty on May 19, 1999, so that there could be discussion
before the vote of the faculty on this report. As a result of that discussion, the Subcommittee has amended some of
its recommendations. These changes are noted in Section IV.

IV.A. Term and End-of-Term Regulations
1. Announcement of Assignments at Beginning of Term
In each undergraduate subject faculty members must provide to students, by the end of the first week of
classes, a clear and complete description of the required work, including the number and kinds of
assignments, the approximate schedule for tests, whether or not there will be a final examination, the due
dates for major projects, and the grading criteria and procedures to be used. By the end of the third week,
faculty members must provide the precise schedule of tests and major assignments.
Currently, during the first three weeks of classes, instructors are to provide a clear and complete description of the
requirements in each subject, including the due dates for required work, the schedule of examinations during the
term, whether there will be a final examination, and the grading criteria and procedures to be used. Major
assignments are to be made early enough to allow students the opportunity to manage their time effectively
throughout the term. See p. 4.

2. Testing during Last Week of the Term
No tests may be held in undergraduate subjects after the Friday preceding the start of reading period, to be
called the Last Test Date. Instead, all testing at the end of semester in undergraduate subjects must be
conducted during the final examination period.
Currently, comprehensive examinations are to be held during the final examination period. The Friday preceding the
reading period is defined as the Final Exercise Date for subjects with finals. Tests covering the last section of a
subject may be scheduled after the Final Exercise Date, provided there is no other assignment during that period and
the subject does not have an examination during the finals period. See pp. 4-5.

3. No End-of-Term Assignment in a Subject with a Final
In an undergraduate subject with testing during the finals period, no assignment may fall due after the Last
Test Date. Optional assignments during the last week are for self-study, and may not be used toward part of

the grade in the subject, even for extra points or as substitutes for earlier assignments. Normal background
reading in preparation for lectures or class discussions is permitted.
Currently, no assignment may fall due in the last week but there is no regulation about optional assignments.
See p. 5.

4. One End-of-Term Assignment in a Subject without a Final
In an undergraduate subject without a final examination only one assignment may fall due after the Last Test
Date. An oral presentation and written report based on the same project will be considered as one
assignment. Optional assignments during the last week are for self-study, and may not be used toward part of
the grade in the subject, even for extra points or as substitutes for earlier assignments. Normal background
reading in preparation for lectures or discussions is permitted in addition to the assignment.
Currently, only one assignment may fall due. See p. 5.

IV.B. Tests (and Other Required Academic Exercises) outside Scheduled
Class Times (including Evening Tests Given by Daytime Classes)
1. Scheduling of Academic Exercises
a. For undergraduate subjects: No required academic exercises may be held between 5 p.m. Friday and 8 a.m.
Monday.
Currently, no required academic exercises may be held between 1 p.m. Saturday and 8 a.m. Monday. See p. 7.
b. For undergraduate subjects: the regulation prohibiting required academic exercises between 5 p.m. and 7
p.m. Monday through Thursday should be retained but limited to the instructional periods of the fall and
spring terms. “Optional” review sessions should not be scheduled during this time, and if a conflict test is
scheduled during this time, the instructor must offer an alternative to students who request it. Evening tests
scheduled outside class time should begin no earlier than 7:30 p.m. Evening tests may not be held on Monday
evenings.
Currently, evening tests may start at 7 p.m. They may not be held on Monday evenings, and it is “preferable” that
they not be offered on Wednesday evenings. See pp. 7-8.

2. Reduction in Class Time and Work When Test Is Added
When an evening test or other test outside class time is scheduled, a regularly scheduled class hour (lecture or
recitation) shall be cancelled, or no assignment shall fall due within the two calendar days preceding the test,
on the day of the test, and during the remainder of that calendar week.
Currently, during the week of an evening test either a class hour shall be cancelled or, alternatively, no homework
shall fall due during that week. See p. 8.

3. Length of Tests
For undergraduate subjects the length of tests scheduled outside class times during the term shall not exceed
2 hours.
Currently, an evening test must be the equivalent of a quiz that could be given in a normal class period. See
p. 9.

IV.C. Take-home Examinations
Ex camera (out-of-room) finals may be held in undergraduate subjects with the permission of the Chair of the
Faculty. The following restrictions apply: the ex camera final must be scheduled through the Schedules
Office; the ex camera final must be offered over the course of a single afternoon, starting at 1:30 p.m. and
ending no later than at 7:30 p.m.; and students must be permitted unrestricted use of resources, i.e., open
book, open notes, etc. The faculty member must state expectations of the students, i.e., inform students what is
and is not acceptable behavior during the course of taking an ex camera final. Ex camera examinations are
intended to be a different mode of testing, not a way to double the amount of material covered in a
conventional examination.
Currently, finals are given in assigned rooms and may be no longer than three hours. Take-home final examinations
are not permitted. See pp. 9-10.

IV.D. Governance
Issues regarding assignments and examinations, including requests for exceptions to regulations and
permission for ex camera examinations, should be referred to the Chair of the Faculty who will direct them to
the appropriate committee. Exceptions to regulations and permissions for ex camera finals should be granted
for no more than five years.
Currently, there is no designated recipient for requests. Exceptions to policies have been granted indefinitely. See pp.
10-11.

IV.E. Violations
Violations should be reported to the Chair of the Faculty, who will respond by contacting not only the faculty
member whose actions are in question but also his or her Department Head.
Currently, violations are reported to the Chair of the Faculty, who contacts only the faculty member. See p. 11.

IV.F. Informing Faculty Members of Regulations
An educational campaign should be undertaken to raise faculty awareness of the relevant policies and
regulations.
See p. 12.

IV.G. Changes to Faculty Regulations

Rules and Regulations of the Faculty have been revised and are being submitted to the Faculty for approval,
so that changes will go into effect beginning with the academic year 2000-2001. Policy statements should be
revised for consistency, and the regulations governing examinations should be published so as to be readily
accessible.
See p. 12-14.

V. Review
Examination practices should be monitored, and there should be periodic review of examination and term
regulations. A committee designated by the Chair of the Faculty should undertake the first review four years
after the new regulations are implemented.
See p. 14.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 1998, the Faculty Policy Committee formed a Subcommittee on Examination and Term Regulations
“to re-examine current faculty regulations governing the administration of quizzes, tests, and examinations during the
regular term as well as the faculty regulations governing the end of term.” As stated in the charge to the
Subcommittee (Appendix A):
This review is motivated by the concern over the increasing number of evening tests
being scheduled by daytime classes as well as by the increase in the number of end-ofterm rules violations reported by students. Many of these reported violations result from
disregard or ignorance of faculty policies, but some are intentionally undertaken with the
learning experience of students in mind. It seems timely, therefore, to begin a full review
of these regulations, to ensure that they meet the goals of the educational experience,
and to devise procedures to sanction their disregard.
Specifically the Subcommittee was asked:
•

to review (and re-endorse or change) current policies governing end-of-term regulations, including the
regulations governing the definition and administration of comprehensive exams;

•

to review the current practices with respect to quizzes and exams scheduled in the evening by daytime classes in
terms of length of tests, the scheduling of conflicts, and the encroachment on regularly scheduled evening
classes and extra-curricular activities;

•

to review the policies that currently prohibit take-home exams;

•

to decide which faculty committee or other authority should be empowered to monitor these regulations, to
provide guidance to faculty members in following them, and to grant exemptions to them when warranted by the
goals (e.g. CAP, COC, Chair of the Faculty, Dean’s office);

•

to review the means by which reports of violations can be communicated and acted upon, including a process of
identifying and working with departments to keep violations to a minimum;

•

to recommend the best timing and medium of reminding faculty members of these regulations; and

•

to recommend additions to and changes in Rules and Regulations of the Faculty, as necessary.

Membership of the Subcommittee included: a chairman selected from the Faculty, the chairs of the Committee on
Academic Performance and the Committee on Curricula, a representative of the Office of Academic Services, and
the chair of the Undergraduate Association’s Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP).

II. METHODOLOGY
During the spring, summer, and fall of 1998, the Subcommittee conducted a thorough review of current practices.
The Subcommittee examined relevant regulations of the Faculty, as well as a number of pending issues. These
included requests from several faculty members for revision of current regulations. Input was also obtained from
Housemasters and members of the Athletics Department. The Subcommittee consulted periodically with students via
SCEP.
The Subcommittee also examined background material including the 1998 survey of undergraduates about evening
examinations which was conducted by the Committee on Academic Performance, the Office of the Dean of Students
and Undergraduate Education, and the Undergraduate Association (Appendix B). In addition, the Subcommittee
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reviewed data provided by the Schedules Office about the frequency of examinations, and summaries describing
violations of the regulations, which were provided by the Chair of the Faculty and by the Associate Dean for
Curriculum Support.
Although originally scheduled to make its recommendations in May 1998, the Subcommittee found that it could not
complete its deliberations until the following academic year. In early 1999 the Chairman of the Subcommittee
discussed various versions of the draft report with affected parties and members of the Committee on the
Undergraduate Program in order to seek advice and to gain acceptance prior to presenting the report officially to the
Faculty as a whole. The report was shaped by these conversations and by those with the Faculty Policy Committee to
whom this Subcommittee presented its recommendations.
The Subcommittee presented its recommendations at the Faculty Meeting on May 19, 1999. In light of commentary
from faculty, students, and staff received over the course of the past year, a number of changes have been made. The
amended report was presented to the Faculty Policy Committee, and with its approval is now being presented to the
Faculty for its approval. Revisions are noted in this final report.

III. PRINCIPLES
Five interrelated principles inform the Subcommittee’s conclusions and represent the basis for its recommendations.
•

The highest priority is student learning. Examination policies must reflect the commitment of our entire
community—faculty members, staff, and students—to providing an education of the highest quality.
Accordingly, everyone involved in the process is expected to act in ways that make sense from the standpoint of
enhancing student learning. Regulations should enable actions that serve to enhance student learning and should
restrict actions that, however well intentioned, detract from the overall learning experience.

•

Student learning as defined by the Task Force’s Educational Triad encompasses academics, research, and
community. The Subcommittee reaffirms the Educational Triad concept enunciated by the Presidential Task
Force on Student Life and Learning. “Academics, research, and community are all important to education; each
of these areas should be conducted in ways that both contribute themselves and enable the contributions of the
other areas.” Examinations fall within this purview.

•

Regulations must enable MIT’s educational mission. All regulations should be viewed in the context of the
educational mission. They are not intended to micromanage faculty members as they go about the business of
teaching.

•

Regulations must be adopted by the Faculty. The regulations that govern academics at MIT, including those
pertaining to examinations, are Faculty regulations. The regulations pertaining to examinations must be
published prominently and disseminated widely amongst the Faculty and students, so that there can be no
justifiable excuse for not knowing the regulations.

•

Every academic activity must take into account the many demands on a student’s time. Faculty members
cannot expect to be able to optimize without external constraint any individual subject they teach; students have
other time commitments. Hence, assignments must be viewed in the context of the time requirements of the
subject as published in the Bulletin. Problem sets, term papers, laboratory reports, and other work products
during the semester must be constructed so that they can be completed within the weekly time allowance by the
majority of students in the class (not by only the top students).
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IV. SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The charge to this Subcommittee specified six topics for its consideration: term and end-of-term regulations, evening
examinations, take-home examinations, governance of examination policy, procedures to deal with violations, and
suggestions for informing the Faculty of the regulations. For each of these topics, the Subcommittee summarizes
background information and then gives its findings and recommendations. The seventh task of the Subcommittee is
to make recommendations for changes to Rules and Regulations of the Faculty.
The focus of this Subcommittee’s work has been undergraduate subjects. The Chair of the Faculty is expected to
appoint another Subcommittee to make recommendations concerning graduate subjects.

A. Term and End-of-term Regulations
Note: while the charge to the Subcommittee asked for a review of end-of-term regulations, the Subcommittee felt that
it also needed to review term regulations about the scheduling and announcement of required work and assignments.
Background
Current term and end-of-term regulations can be found in Appendix C. They were voted by the Faculty in the early
1980s. At the time, the Dean of the Graduate School and the Student Committee on Educational Policy both reported
instances in which instructors announced scheduling of finals almost at the end of the term. Therefore, in March
1983, the Faculty voted to specify in Rules and Regulations of the Faculty, 2.51, that final examinations “shall be
scheduled through the Office of the Registrar, as well as announced to the class, before the end of the third week of
the term.”
A year later, in February 1984, the Faculty approved recommendations from the Committee on Educational Policy to
alleviate end-of-term pace and pressure. In addition to lengthening the reading period, the Faculty voted to limit
assignments as well as examinations during a prescribed end-of-term period:
For each subject with a final examination no examination shall be given and no
assignment, term paper, or oral presentation shall fall due... For each subject without a
final examination at most either one in-class examination may be given, or one
assignment, term paper, or oral presentation may fall due... An in-class examination given
during those six days is limited to one normal class period (or to one and one-half hours,
whichever is shorter).
At that time the Faculty also voted to add the word “scheduled” to the last sentence of this regulation, so that it reads:
“No assignment, term paper, or oral presentation for any subject shall fall due after the last day of class exercises
scheduled for that subject.” Since 1984, the only changes to this regulation have been a redefinition of the end-ofterm period (since 1996 defined as after the last Friday before the start of reading period) and a renumbering of the
regulations.
As students have become more aware of these regulations through the efforts of Feedback Forum and the Student
Committee on Educational Policy, the number of reported violations of these regulations has risen. Appendix D
summarizes the types of violations that have recently been reported to the Chair of the Faculty.
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Findings and Recommendations
In keeping with the principles stated above, the Subcommittee reaffirms the need to regulate end-of-term
activities and recommends that most of the existing regulations be sustained. At the same time, some changes
are recommended.
1. Announcement of Assignments at Beginning of Term
Currently, Term Regulations in the MIT Bulletin state:
During the first three weeks of classes, instructors are asked to provide a clear and
complete description of the requirements in each subject, including the due dates for
required work, the schedule of examinations during the term, whether there will be a final
examination and the grading criteria and procedures to be used. Major assignments
should be assigned early enough to allow students the opportunity to manage their time
effectively throughout the term.
If undergraduates are to make sound judgments about which subjects to take and how to budget their time during the
semester, it is incumbent upon the Faculty to lay out the requirements of each subject and to do so as early as
possible.
The Subcommittee recommends that in each undergraduate subject the faculty member provide to students,
by the end of the first week of classes, a clear and complete description of the required work, including the
number and kinds of assignments, the approximate schedule for tests, whether or not there will be a final
examination, the due dates for major projects, and the grading criteria and procedures to be used. By the end
of the third week, the faculty member must provide the precise schedule of tests and major assignments.
Once the requirements are announced and scheduled, major changes should not be made. In particular, final
examinations should not be cancelled once they are announced, and after the final examination schedule is published
by the Schedules Office, the schedule for a final should not be changed.

2. Testing during Last Week of the Term
The Subcommittee examined the present regulations governing tests administered during the last week of the
semester in subjects without finals (Appendix C) and concluded that the distinction set forth between tests and
comprehensive examinations in the current regulations are ambiguous and effectively unenforceable. Under current
regulations, tests must be restricted to subject matter taught in the last part of the semester. Comprehensive
examination of the entire semester, even by a test lasting only a single class period, is forbidden. The rationale for
this policy is that the last week of term is very hectic, and students do not have adequate time without the benefit of
the reading period to review the entire semester’s material. Therefore, the current regulations state that
comprehensive examination of the entire semester must be done by holding a final examination that is scheduled
during the final examination period.
The Subcommittee believes that it is inappropriate to attempt to regulate content. Besides, the main issue is the time
pressure placed upon the student during the hectic last days of the semester. In particular, this is precisely the time
when cumulative projects come due. To avoid overloading, to allow students time to focus on term projects, papers,
and presentations, and to give students the benefit of time to review over the reading period, the Subcommittee
believes that it makes sense to shift all testing out of the last week of class and into the final examination period,
regardless of the topical coverage of the test. The Subcommittee recommends that the regulations be changed to
forbid all testing after the Last Test Date (currently called the Final Exercise Date), which is the Friday
preceding the reading period. Instead, all testing at the end of semester must be conducted during the final
examination period.
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Faculty members are reminded that final examinations need not be three hours in length; regulations provide for
examinations lasting from one hour to three hours. The Subcommittee is proposing that more faculty members give
the last unit test during the finals period with no increase in length of examination. If they do so, faculty members do
not have to use a class period for the test, so there is more time for instruction. Students can use the reading period to
review and then have up to three hours to work the test.

3. No End-of-Term Assignment in a Subject with a Final
The Subcommittee examined the regulation banning problem sets and other homework assignments at the end of
term for undergraduate subjects with tests in the final examination period. The Subcommittee believes that this
regulation should be sustained.
However, the use of sample problems during the last week of the term needs clarification. To help students to review
and prepare for finals, some faculty members provide sample problems or questions. These sample problems or
questions may be used to facilitate learning. Solutions to sample problems or questions should not be submitted
as part of the grade for the subject, even for “extra points” or as a replacement or make-up for an earlier
assignment. Sample problems or questions should be given to students only for self-study.
In this regard the Subcommittee suggests that faculty members consider providing model solutions for optional
sample problems or questions distributed for the last week.
As a result of discussions after the report was initially introduced, the Subcommittee offers the following
clarification: Normal background reading in preparation for lectures or class discussions is permitted.

4. One End-of-Term Assignment in a Subject without a Final
The Subcommittee endorses continuation of the regulation stating that in an undergraduate subject without a
final only one assignment may fall due in the last week of semester (after the Friday preceding reading period,
to be called the Last Test Date). The Subcommittee proposes one small change.
In some subjects, an oral presentation is scheduled at the end of the term to be accompanied by the submission of a
written report. This is not allowed when the regulation is interpreted strictly. However, the Subcommittee believes
that it is in the spirit of the current regulations to require both an oral presentation and a written report when the two
derive from the same project. In other words, the assignment due the last week has two components: an oral
component and a written component. Accordingly, the Subcommittee recommends that faculty members be
allowed to require in the last week of semester an oral presentation and a written report when the two are
parts of the same assignment, i.e., work products for the same project.
The Subcommittee adds the following clarifications: Normal background reading for lectures and class
discussions is permitted in addition to the one assignment. As in the case of subjects with testing in the final
examination period, optional assignments during the last week shall be for self-study, and may not be used
toward part of the grade in the subject, even for extra points or as substitutes for earlier assignments.
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5. Scheduling of Finals
In recommending that testing in undergraduate subjects be moved to the finals period, the Subcommittee recognizes
that increasing the number of tests in the finals period will mean that more rooms (including departmentally
controlled rooms) will have to be used during examination week, more conflict examinations will have to be given,
and more subjects will have to give tests scheduled later into the final examination period. The Subcommittee
recommends that the Schedules Office continue to schedule all finals, and asks for the cooperation of the
Faculty in this effort. The Schedules Office should have scheduling priority in departmentally controlled
rooms during finals week.
One of the reasons that faculty members teaching large subjects do not want to have their examinations on the last
day of examination period is the short time they are given to submit grades to the Registrar’s Office. The
Subcommittee recommends the expansion of on-line grade submissions so that the Registrar’s Office does not
need to hand-input grades.

B. Tests (and Other Required Academic Exercises) outside Scheduled Class
Times (including Evening Tests Given by Daytime Classes)
Background
Current regulations and policy statements regarding scheduling of academic exercises and evening tests can be found
in Appendix E. According to a history written by Norma McGavern in 1990 (Appendix F), discussions about
evening tests given by daytime classes and attempts to regulate them have occupied the Faculty and its committees
for almost 15 years. In 1985, because several faculty members were scheduling classes between 5 and 10 p.m., the
chair of the Committee on Academic Performance (CAP) wrote a memo to the Faculty (Appendix G) reminding
faculty members that under Faculty regulations there should be no academic exercises between 5 and 7 p.m. on
weekdays. The CAP asked that faculty members tell students at the beginning of the term if they planned to schedule
“class sessions” after 7 p.m. on weekdays. In addition, the CAP asked that the daytime schedule of that subject be
reduced accordingly.
The following year, in 1986, the issue was raised in the Committee on the Undergraduate Program after a number of
complaints that evening quizzes, primarily in Engineering subjects, were conflicting with scheduled evening subjects
in Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (HASS), and students were feeling compelled to miss their HASS subjects.
At that time there were 21 evening HASS subjects, enrolling approximately 25 students each, and at least 15 other
subjects scheduling evening tests (these numbers represent tests scheduled through the Schedules Office). Most
evening classes were given on Mondays, so conflicts were worse on that day.
In 1988, the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science put into effect its own policies regarding
evening tests (see Appendix F). These policies formed the basis for some of the current Institute-wide regulations
that were promulgated by the Committee on Academic Performance and the Faculty Policy Committee in 1991
(Appendix H).
In 1997 a reexamination of the policies governing evening tests was requested by the Economics Department in a
letter to the chair of the Committee on the Undergraduate Program (CUP) following a student complaint about
lengthy evening tests in two Economics subjects, 14.01 and 14.02. That request was the first in a series of policy
discussions that led eventually to the charge to this Subcommittee.
During the 1997-98 academic year, 54 evening tests were scheduled by the Schedules Office in the fall semester, and
46 evening tests in the spring. These subjects were from eight departments. Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science continues to be the department having the most subjects with evening tests (17 in the fall, 11 in the spring),
but evening tests are now also offered in one of the science core subjects (5.11), two of the HASS subjects with the
largest enrollments (14.01 and 14.02), and other heavily enrolled subjects like 1.00 and 5.12.
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The number of evening HASS subjects has also increased, to 40 in the fall of 1997 and 33 in the spring of 1998
(Appendix B).
The survey of students about evening tests which was conducted in spring 1998 (Appendix B) found that almost all
respondents (95%) had taken evening tests for daytime classes and 80% had taken evening tests during the 1997-98
academic year. During that year, 33% were also taking subjects in the evening, and 87% were participating in
extracurricular activities in the evening. As is to be expected, students taking subjects or participating in multiple
extracurricular activities in the evening were more apt to agree that evening tests caused students to miss other
subjects and extracurricular activities.
Asked their opinion about whether evening tests for daytime classes were better than daytime tests, approximately
one-third thought they were better than daytime tests, one quarter thought they were about the same, and the
remainder, two-fifths, thought they were worse. The survey report also offers a snapshot, from the student
perspective, of current practices when evening tests are offered.
For the last three years student complaints to the Chair of the Faculty have increased as students have been made
aware of the regulations by the creation of the on-line Feedback Forum three years ago and through mailings from
the Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP) (Appendix I). A summary of complaints from fall 1998 is in
Appendix D.

Findings and Recommendations
In considering the need for evening test regulations, the Subcommittee suggests that the Faculty imagine the inverse
of this extension of daytime subjects into the evening schedule: students unable to attend lectures or conduct
laboratory experiments because a subject that meets normally in the evenings is offering a two-hour test during the
day. The Subcommittee is concerned about the increasing numbers of such tests and their impact on evening subjects
and activities. Given the trend, it is important to have regulations governing these tests.
The Subcommittee recommends that the Faculty approve the following changes to the existing regulations governing
scheduling of academic exercises and for evening tests for undergraduate subjects (Appendix E).

1. Scheduling of Academic Exercises
a. Weekends: Currently for undergraduate subjects there shall be no required academic exercises between 1 p.m.
Saturday and 8 a.m. Monday. The Subcommittee recommends that this weekend period begin at 5 p.m. Friday,
instead of 1 p.m. on Saturday, and continue (as is now the case) to 8 a.m. on Monday. This change not only
reflects the reality that undergraduate subjects are not offered on Saturday morning, but it also reinforces the current
regulation that evening tests, or review sessions, not be held on Friday evenings. The Subcommittee also believes
that Friday evenings are not an appropriate time for scheduled undergraduate subjects.
b. Monday-Thursday, 5-7 p.m.: The Subcommittee strongly supports preservation of the 5-7 p.m. period
Monday through Thursday for student dining, athletics, and other activities. Faculty are reminded that not only
evening tests, but all academic exercises related to undergraduate subjects fall under this regulation. For example,
review sessions, which can attract students who feel compelled to attend for fear of missing out on presentation of
important material, should not be scheduled between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. It has also come to the attention of the
Subcommittee that some laboratory subjects routinely run past 5 p.m. Laboratory subjects should be structured in
such a way as to allow students to complete their work by 5 p.m. or to allow students to leave at 5 p.m. and return
later to complete the work.
As a result of discussions with faculty after the report was initially reported, the Subcommittee recommends
that the Monday through Friday 5-7 p.m. period be in force during the instructional periods (from the first to
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the last day of classes) in the spring and fall terms. It is not relevant to the reading and examination periods of the
terms and to the Independent Activities Period.
Recognizing that many students participate in athletics during the 5-7 p.m. period, the Subcommittee believes that
students need some time to compose themselves between athletics and evening tests, so evening tests should start
no earlier than 7:30 p.m.
The Subcommittee makes this recommendation with the expectation that a student with a 7:30 test will be released
from athletic practice as if he/she had a 7 p.m. class. In general, students who have academic exercises until 5 p.m. or
beginning at 7 p.m. must be given adequate time by their coaches to dress and travel. They cannot be required to cut
part of their classes.
With increasing numbers of subjects and tests scheduled in the evenings, scheduling conflict tests is an issue. If
conflicts arise, students need to be accommodated. Unfortunately, it is becoming more common to schedule conflict
tests during the 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. period. If students prefer not to take the conflict test at this time, they need not have
an academic reason, and faculty members must offer alternatives.
c. Weekday Evenings: In keeping with the efforts recommended by the Task Force on Student Life and Learning
to invigorate the programs in the living groups and student activities, the Subcommittee reaffirms the regulation
that prohibits evening tests and other academic exercises outside regularly scheduled class times from being
held on Monday evenings. The current policy recommendation that evening tests “preferably” not be held on
Wednesday evenings is not being observed: 85 percent of student respondents to the evening test survey (Appendix
B) reported having tests or review sessions on Wednesday evenings during the 1997-98 academic year. The
Subcommittee judges it appropriate to allow tests to be held on three evenings (Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday).
d. Daytime Tests: The Subcommittee suggests that faculty members consider offering outside-of-class tests at times
when classes are less frequently scheduled during the day. According to data provided by the Schedules Office, most
undergraduates are not in class at 9 a.m. weekdays or on Friday afternoons. By polling students at the beginning of
the term, faculty members in smaller classes may be able to find acceptable two-hour blocks during the day.

2. Reduction in Class Time and Work When Test Is Added
Current regulations require that a regularly scheduled class period should be cancelled or that no homework should
be assigned for the week during which an evening test is given. The Subcommittee affirms the need for this
regulation and recommends more explicit language: that (a) one regularly scheduled academic exercise be
dropped or (b) no assignment fall due within two calendar days before the test, on the day of the test, and for
the remainder of the calendar week. This regulation would apply to all tests offered outside of class time for
undergraduate subjects.
Tests held outside scheduled class time add to the time spent on the subject. Hence, the work load should be reduced
to comply with the units distribution, e.g., 4-0-8. Initially the Subcommittee recommended that both a
lecture/recitation and an assignment be cancelled. However, after discussion with faculty the Subcommittee now
recommends that when an outside-class test is given, either one lecture/recitation should be cancelled or no
homework assignment should fall due. Because the Subcommittee believes it is not pedagogically sound to have a
homework assignment fall due concurrently with an outside-class test, it recommends the explicit language that “no
assignment fall due within two calendar days before the test, on the day of the test, and for the remainder of the
calendar week.”

3. Length of Tests
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Currently, regulations state that an evening test should be the equivalent of a quiz that could be given in a normal
class period, even though students are allowed more time to complete the test. The Subcommittee finds that the
current regulation is difficult to enforce and recommends that it be simplified: Tests outside class time should be
limited to no more than 2 hours.
Faculty members are reminded that one of the justifications for adopting the longer format made possible by evening
testing is its capacity to reduce time pressure. This advantage is lost when faculty members set tests of length and
difficulty that make it impossible for students to finish in the time allotted.
Initially in its report the Subcommittee recommended, “Faculty members are to set tests (both those scheduled
outside as well as during class times) at a difficulty such that the large majority of students (not just the top student)
can comfortably finish the entire test with time to spare.” After discussion with faculty, the Subcommittee now
believes that the simplified statement, “such tests should be no more than 2 hours,” is sufficient.

4. Review Sessions
Faculty members should consider time spent by students attending review sessions as part of study time
budgeted for a subject. Faculty members are reminded that review sessions are not meant for introducing new
subject matter.

5. Tests Scheduled by the Schedules Office
Tests held outside regular class times should continue to be scheduled by the Schedules Office, so that there can
be a central source of schedule information on these tests. As noted earlier, tests should be announced in the first
week of class, and the precise schedule of tests made available by the end of the third week. In scheduling such
tests faculty members should try to avoid conflicting with evening subjects and with other evening tests—
especially subjects with large enrollments or those that are likely to be taken by the same students.

C. Take-home Examinations
Background
Currently, as stated in the Term Regulations distributed by the Chair of the Faculty, take-home finals are not allowed
in undergraduate subjects. Rules and Regulations of the Faculty, 2.51 states that the final examination scheduled in
any subject shall be scheduled by the Registrar’s Office and last “not more than three hours.” (See Appendix J for
Current Regulations on Take-home Examinations.)
Take-home finals have been prohibited since 1994. In April of that year Linn Hobbs, the chair of the Committee on
the Undergraduate Program, announced at the Faculty meeting that the Committee had decided to end approval of an
experiment permitting take-home finals for subjects satisfying the distribution requirement in Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences and at the same time decided not to approve a request for a take-home final in 6.001. The rationale
for these decisions were described in a letter from Professor Hobbs to the Faculty (Appendix K).
In spring of 1998 a request was made to the Chair of the Faculty, Lotte Bailyn, to permit an extended final
examination so that students could take the examination out of the classroom to use the library and to write on
computers. The argument made pedagogical sense to Professor Bailyn, who approved the request. She also asked
this Subcommittee to examine whether the three-hour final period should be made less restrictive to permit such
testing.
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Findings and Recommendations
The Subcommittee does not support unbridled take-home final examinations and wants to avoid the situation in
which a take-home final in a single subject consumes vast quantities of students’ time during the final examination
period. However, the Subcommittee does support adding more flexibility to the current testing format.
The Subcommittee recommends allowing faculty members to offer ex camera (out-of-room) finals with the
following restrictions: an ex camera final must be scheduled through the Schedules Office; the ex camera final
must be offered over the course of a single afternoon, starting at 1:30 p.m. and ending no later than 7:30 p.m.
(students may pick up and return examinations 15 minutes before and after these times); students are
permitted unrestricted use of resources, i.e., open book, open notes, etc. The faculty member must state
expectations of the students, i.e., inform students what is and is not acceptable behavior during the course of
taking an ex camera final. Requests for ex camera examinations should be approved by the Chair of the
Faculty.
Ex camera examinations are intended to be a different mode of testing, used only in a limited number of subjects.
The Subcommittee sees giving students access to computers and libraries as justification for ex camera
examinations. Ex camera examinations can also be designed to evaluate student ability to select resources and
answer questions of an integrative nature. Ex camera examinations are not intended to be opportunities to double the
amount of material covered in conventional examinations.
The Subcommittee initially included in its recommendation, “the ex camera examination is set at a difficulty such
that the large majority of students (not just the top student) can comfortably finish the entire examination within the
available time.” After meeting with faculty subsequent to the initial report, the Subcommittee does not think this
statement should be included as it would not be easy to use such a measure of difficulty.

D. Governance
Background
Five standing committees of the Faculty can be involved in examination policies. The roles of the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC), the Committee on Graduate School Policy (CGSP), the Committee on the Undergraduate Program
(CUP), the Committee on Curricula (COC), and the Committee on Academic Performance (CAP) are described in
Rules and Regulations of the Faculty (Appendix L). The committees’ responsibilities overlap generally on issues of
academic policies, not just in regards to examination policies.
Findings and Recommendations
The Subcommittee—whose membership includes the chairs of COC and CAP—has not taken on the
redesign of the Faculty committee structure. Rather, the Subcommittee recommends that issues involving
assignments and examinations, including requests for exceptions to the regulations and permission
for ex camera examinations, should be referred to the Chair of the Faculty, who will direct them to
the appropriate committee or committees.
In the past, exceptions have been granted indefinitely. The Subcommittee recommends that the Chair of
the Faculty grant exceptions to regulations and permissions for ex camera examinations for periods
of no more than five years. Once existing policies have been revised, all exceptions currently in effect
should be reviewed once again by the Chair of the Faculty and renewed for no more than five years.
The Subcommittee reaffirms the regulation forbidding faculty members from securing “agreement”
to departures from the regulations by asking students to vote on the matter. Because such votes are
typically conducted by show of hands (not by secret ballot) and because students feel pressured to comply
with the wishes of the Faculty, this procedure cannot be deemed a fair measure of student opinion.
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E. Violations
Background
Currently, as the Chair of the Faculty tells faculty members at the beginning of each term (Appendix M),
students report violations of the regulations to her or him, usually via an email message to
feedback@mit.edu. During the 1997-98 academic year students could report complaints through the
Feedback Forum web site which provided an electronic filter removing the identity of complainants. At this
time, Feedback Forum is inoperative.
In recent years, as student groups like Feedback Forum and the Student Committee on Education Policy
have educated students about policies (see sample mailing in Appendix I), the number of reports of
violations has increased. A summary of complaints reported to the Chair of the Faculty in Fall 1998 is in
Appendix D. When the chair receives a complaint, she or he talks directly to the faculty member involved.
Frequently the faculty member is unaware of the regulations, and has not intentionally flouted the rules.

Findings and Recommendations
The Subcommittee believes that enforcement of the regulations is critical to the success of the educational enterprise.
Indeed, in the past, enforcement has been a great challenge. Furthermore, there is a need to act swiftly when
violations of regulations occur. Time passes quickly; MIT semesters run only 14 weeks.
The Subcommittee recommends that violations of regulations continue to be reported to the Chair of the
Faculty. However, in a departure from current practice, the Subcommittee recommends that the Chair of the
Faculty contact not only the faculty member whose actions are in question but also his or her Department
Head. The hope is that it will become a matter of pride on the part of the department not to be confronted with
“problems” in connection with violations of regulations.
The Subcommittee appreciates that students are reluctant to report violations of regulations, primarily out of
concern about loss of anonymity. For fielding reports from students the Subcommittee endorses the use of
an electronic filter such as Feedback Forum. In its absence, a student who is concerned about anonymity
may send a letter by interdepartmental mail to the Chair of the Faculty. However, this limits the Chair’s
ability to handle the case. If students identify themselves, the Chair can discuss the situations with them and
report back to them on how the situations have been resolved. To begin the process, students may contact
the Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP) for advice and support.

F. Informing Faculty Members of the Regulations
Background
Regulations are currently published in print and in most cases also on the web in Rules and Regulations of the
Faculty, the Bulletin, and Term Regulations from the Chair of the Faculty (see Appendices C, E, J, L, M).
Summaries of the policies are also in the Academic Guide for Undergraduates and Their Advisors (available in print
and on the web at http://web.mit.edu/acadinfo/undergrad/academic-guide). In addition, the Student Committee on
Educational Policy has recently been mailing summaries of the regulations to students (Appendix I). Administrators
in the academic departments are informed of the regulations by mail and at regular meetings, and are asked for their
help in enforcing them.
The previous Chair of the Faculty reported that frequently when she investigated violations, the instructor said that
he or she is unaware of the regulations. In the 1998 Evening Examination Survey, 23 percent of the student
11

respondents were very familiar with the evening examination policies, while 56 percent knew about some, but not all,
of the policies.

Findings and Recommendations
In the opinion of the Subcommittee there is an acute need to raise faculty awareness of the relevant policies
and regulations. Recall that when MIT became proactive on the issue of sexual harassment, an educational
campaign was an integral component of the program. The Committee believes that making Deans and Department
Heads more knowledgeable about the issues could start a cascade of awareness. Presentations at departmental
meetings are in order.
In parallel, students need to be informed of all regulations by such means as mailings by SCEP and bulletin boards.

G. Changes to Faculty Regulations
Background
As noted above, currently relevant regulations include not only sections of Rules and Regulations of the Faculty, but
also policy statements in the MIT Bulletin and other publications. Each term the Chair of the Faculty now
summarizes these and other Term Regulations for the Faculty.

Findings and Recommendations
The Subcommittee proposes revisions to two sections of Rules and Regulations.
First, in “2.10 Calendar,” the last paragraph of 2.12 should be revised to state:
For undergraduate subjects, during the instructional periods of the fall and spring terms,
there shall be no required academic exercises between 5 P.M. and 7 P.M. Monday through
Thursday and between 5 P.M. Friday and 8 A.M. Monday. Requests for exceptions shall be
referred to the Chair of the Faculty, who will direct them to the appropriate committee.
Exceptions shall be granted for no more than five years.
The changes to this section reflect the Subcommittee's recommendations regarding scheduling of undergraduate
academic exercises.
The Subcommittee also proposes that 2.50 now be called “Assignments and Examinations,” and be expanded
and re-organized to state:
2.51
These regulations apply to academic exercises during the fall and spring terms including
the Reading Periods and final examination periods as defined in Section 2.11. Questions
of interpretation and requests for exceptions to regulations shall be referred to the Chair
of the Faculty, who will direct them to the appropriate committees. Exceptions to
regulations shall be granted for no more than five years.

2.52
The regulations in this section apply to all subjects, undergraduate and graduate.
Final examinations shall be held during the final examination period following each term,
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and shall be scheduled through the Schedules Office. The final examination scheduled in
any subject shall last at least one hour and not more than three hours. Final examinations
may not be cancelled once they are announced, and after the final examination schedule
is published by the Schedules Office, the time of the final may not be changed.
No assignment, term paper, or oral presentation in any subject shall fall due after the last
scheduled class period of that subject.
The Dean of Students and Undergraduate Education in the case of an undergraduate
student, or the Dean for Graduate Students in the case of a graduate student, may
excuse a student from a scheduled final examination for reasons of illness or significant
personal problems. (See the grade of OX, Section 2.62.3.) The Faculty member in charge
of a subject may excuse a student from a final examination for such reasons as conflicts
either between examinations or with religious holidays, if a mutually satisfactory
agreement can be reached between the student and the Faculty member, if the
agreement is ratified in advance of the examination by the head of the department in
which the subject is offered, and if the Faculty member is prepared to submit a grade
based on other evidence.

2.53
The regulations in this section apply to undergraduate subjects only.
The faculty member must provide to students, by the end of the first week of classes, a
clear and complete description of the required work, including the number and kinds of
assignments, the approximate schedule of tests and due dates for major projects,
whether or not there will be a final examination, and the grading criteria and procedures to
be used. The precise schedule of tests and major assignments must be provided by the
end of the third week.
The length of tests held outside scheduled class times shall not exceed two hours. Such
tests must be scheduled through the Schedules Office. They may begin no earlier than
7:30 P.M. and may not be held on Monday evenings. A student who is unable to take the
test owing to a conflict with a scheduled academic exercise or extracurricular activity shall
be allowed to do so at another time.
When a test is held outside scheduled class time, a regularly scheduled class hour
(lecture or recitation) shall be cancelled, or no assignment shall fall due within the two
calendar days preceding the test, on the day of the test, or during the remainder of that
calendar week.
Ex camera finals may be held with the permission of the Chair of the Faculty. Permissions
for ex camera finals shall be granted for no more than five years. The following
restrictions apply: the ex camera final shall be offered over the course of a single
afternoon, starting at 1:30 P.M. and ending no later than at 7:30 P.M., and students shall
be permitted unrestricted use of resources.
There shall be no tests after the Friday preceding the start of the Reading Period, to be
called the Last Test Date. For each subject in which there is testing during the final
examination period, no assignment may fall due after the Last Test Date. For each
subject in which there is no testing during the final examination period, at most one
assignment may fall due between the Last Test Date and the end of the last scheduled
class period in the subject. Optional assignments during the last week shall be for selfstudy, and may not be used toward part of the grade in a subject, even for extra points or
as substitutes for earlier assignments.
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2.54
The regulations in this section apply to graduate subjects only.
The faculty member must provide, by the end of the third week, a clear and complete
description of the required work, including the number and kinds of assignments, the
schedule for tests and due dates for major projects, whether or not there will be a final
examination, and the grading criteria and procedures to be used.
For each subject with a final examination, no examination shall be given and no
assignment, term paper, or oral presentation shall fall due after the Last Test Date. For
each subject without a final examination, at most, either one in-class examination may be
given, or one assignment, term paper, or oral presentation may fall due, between the Last
Test Date and the end of the last regularly scheduled class in the subject. An in-class
examination given during this period is limited to one normal class period (or to one and
one-half hours, whichever is shorter).
This section thus becomes the single source for regulations regarding assignments and examinations, incorporating
the recommendations of this Subcommittee regarding undergraduate subjects, as well as existing policies for
graduate subjects currently published in the Bulletin and Term Regulations for the Faculty. The Subcommittee hopes
that another Subcommittee will make now review these policies and make recommendations regarding graduate
subjects.
The Subcommittee proposes that its changes go into effect beginning with the academic year 2000-2001. Once
these changes to regulations are approved, other policy statements should be revised for consistency, and the
regulations should be published so as to be readily accessible.

V. REVIEW
The Subcommittee recommends that examination practices be monitored, and examination and term
regulations be reviewed periodically. A committee designated by the Chair of the Faculty should undertake
the review four years after the new regulations are implemented.
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APPENDIX A
Charge to the FPC Subcommittee on Examination and Term
Regulations
The purpose of this special faculty committee is to re-examine current faculty regulations governing the
administration of quizzes, tests, and exams during the regular term as well as the faculty regulations governing the
end of term. This review is motivated by the concern over the increasing number of evening tests being scheduled by
day-time classes as well as by the increase in the number of end-of-term rules violations reported by students. Many
of these reported violations result from disregard or ignorance of faculty policies, but some are intentionally
undertaken with the learning experience of students in mind. It seems timely, therefore, to begin a full review of these
regulations, to ensure that they meet the goals of educational experience, and to devise procedures to sanction their
disregard.

Goals:
1.

to protect the students from overload caused by excessive demands on their time that go outside the bounds of
regular class hours or what has been determined as a reasonable end-of-term load;

2.

to enhance the learning experience of students by recognizing that some of these apparent violations have
pedagogical strengths worth acknowledging; and

3.

to support educational experimentation when a faculty member is trying something new.

Specific Tasks:
1.

to review (and re-endorse or change) policies governing end-of-term regulations, including the regulations
governing the definition and administration of comprehensive exams;

2.

to review the current practices with respect to quizzes and exams scheduled in the evening by day-time classes
in terms of length of tests, the scheduling of conflicts, the encroachment on regularly scheduled evening classes
and extra-curricular activities;

3.

to review the policies that currently prohibit take-home exams;

4.

to decide which faculty committee or other authority should be empowered to monitor these regulations, to
provide guidance to faculty in following them, and to grant exemptions to them when warranted by the goals
(e.g., CAP , COC, faculty chair, Dean’s office);

5.

to review the means by which reports of violations can be communicated and acted upon, including a process of
identifying and working with departments to keep violations to a minimum;

6.

to recommend the best timing and medium of reminding faculty of these regulations; and

7.

to recommend additions to and changes in Rules and Regulations of the Faculty, as necessary.

The Committee shall consist of a chairman, the chairs of CAP and COC, a representative of the Dean’s office, the head
of the student committee concerned with regulations, and another student representative.
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Evening Exam Survey Results
Introduction
An ad-hoc committee composed of the CAP Chair, the
Associate Dean for Educational Research, and student representatives from the UA, SCEP, and CAP met several times
during the early spring to design a short survey for undergraduates to elicit their opinions about evening exams given
for daytime classes. The survey was pilot-tested by SCEP and
revised. Some paper copies were administered by SCEP
members, and in addition the survey was placed on Feedback
Forum. Technical difficulties prevented the electronic survey
from being available to students until the second week of
May. A postcard which included the Feedback Forum URL
was sent to all undergraduates informing them that the faculty was going to review the regulations that govern exams and
that their input about evening exams was needed.

Methodology
Three hundred and seventy-one responses were received (133
paper; 238 electronic).
This represented 8 percent of the undergraduate population.
The respondent group, though small, was fairly representative
of the undergraduate student body. It was slightly over-represented by women and under-represented by men. It was also
under-represented by lower GPAs and over-represented by
higher GPAs. Both patterns are typical for surveys.
Demographics

Year in School
Fresh.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr. (4th, 5th yr.)

Survey
Respondents
(N=371)

Undergraduate
Population
(N=4381)

24%
30%
27%
20%

24%
25%
25%
26%

50%
50%

60%
40%

Sex
Male
Female
Residence
On Campus
Off-Campus

73%
27%

The major independent variables in the study are: year in
school, GPA, sex, number of extracurricular activities, number
of evening subjects, number of subjects that offered evening
exams during the year, number of evening exams taken during
the year. All relevant items were crosstabulated by these independent variables. Only those relationships where the chisquare test indicated statistical significance at the.05 level are
discussed.

Registrar’s Data
Data was collected from the Registrar’s Office about regularly
scheduled evening exams and evening classes. Fifty-four
evening exams were scheduled by the Registrar’s Office in
Fall ‘97-’98, and forty-six were scheduled in Spring ‘98. Only
one subject scheduled evening exams on a Monday night. The
most popular night for evening exams was Thursday, with 49
scheduled for that night. Fourteen subjects offered one
evening exam and 23 subjects offered two. (See Figures 1-3.)

Survey Data Results
Participation Statistics
Ninety-five percent had taken evening exams for daytime
classes, and 80 percent had taken at least one during the current ‘97-98 academic year. Among those who had taken
evening exams this year, 43 percent had taken one subject that
held evening exams and 37 percent had taken two subjects.
Among this same group, 31 percent had taken one or two
evening exams; 35 percent had taken three or four; and the
remainder had taken five or more evening exams. (See
Figures 4 and 5.)
Since students’ experiences and attitudes toward evening
exams may be influenced by their other evening activities, we
asked students about the number of evening subjects they had
taken during the year as well as the number of extracurricular
activities they participated in.1 Two-thirds had not taken any
evening subjects; 24 percent had taken one; 5 percent had
taken two; and the remainder had taken more than two.
Regarding extracurricular evening activities, 13 percent were
not involved in any; one-third participated in one; 27 percent
participated in two; 17 percent participated in three; and the
rest participated in more than three.
Awareness of Evening Exam Policies

CUM
Less than 3.50
3.5 - 3.99
4.0 - 4.20
4.21 - 4.50
4.51 - 5.0
No response

5%
14%
12%
18%
19%
13%
22%
21%
43%
34%
(105, including 84 freshmen)

Twenty-three percent were very familiar with the evening
exam policies, while 56 percent knew about some, but not all,
of the policies. The remainder either had heard about the
policies, but did not know what they were (17%) or did not
know there were any policies (4%)2. Students who had taken
three or more evening exams during the past year were
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No. of Exams

Figure 1. Number of Evening Exams by Term Week: Registrar's Data
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Figure 5. Number of Subjects Taken by
Students that Offered Evening Exams
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Evening Exam Survey Results
somewhat more likely to be aware of the evening exam policy Exam Scheduling and Administration Practices
than those who had taken fewer evening exams (30% vs. 18%,
Students were asked about evening exam scheduling and
chisq = 9.58, p<.01, Gamma =.33). There were no relationadministration practices with regard to the frequency of
ships by year in school or sex.
occurrence and whether there were problems connected with
Overall Attitude Toward Evening Exams
these practices. Eighty-five percent said evening exams or
review sessions had been scheduled for Wednesday evenings,
The opinion about whether evening exams for daytime classes and three-fifths said review sessions had been scheduled for
were better than daytime exams was varied. Approximately
Monday nights. However, only 9 percent said evening exams
one-third thought they were better than daytime exams, one
were scheduled on a Monday night. Concerning the schedulquarter thought they were about the same, and the remainder, ing of conflict exams, nearly two-fifths said they were schedtwo-fifths, thought they were worse. (See Figure 6.) There
uled between 5-7 pm. In regard to whether any of these
was a slight tendency for juniors and seniors to have a more
scheduling practices had caused problems, the two most frefavorable attitude toward evening exams than freshmen and
quently mentioned problems related to exams which were
sophomores. Forty-one percent of the seniors and 45 percent scheduled on Friday night and conflict exams which were
of the juniors said evening exams were much better, comscheduled before 9 am. However, these events occurred infrepared to 22 percent of the freshmen and 37 percent of the
quently. (See Figure 7.)
sophomores (chisq = 15.48, 6df, p<.05, Gamma = -.15).
Juniors and seniors were more likely than freshmen and
The survey included an open-ended question which asked
sophomores to say that their instructors allowed more than
students why they thought evening exams were either better
two hours for completion of the evening exams (seniors, 34%;
or worse than daytime exams for daytime classes. The reasons juniors, 29%, sophomores, 18%; freshmen, 4% - chisq =
are indicated below.
19.86, 3df, p<.001, Gamma =.49). Perhaps this explains why
they had more a favorable attitude toward evening exams than
Those who said that evening exams were “better” or “much
freshmen and sophomores.
better” said:
With regard to the administration of evening exams, 86 percent said faculty designed evening exams to be longer than
one hour. Approximately one-third considered this a problem.
Over half the students indicated problems occurred when faculty implied that students who took conflict exams imposed
on their time and when faculty made the conflict exam more
difficult than the regular exam. One-third of the students
considered the practice of faculty asking students to vote on
an exam practice that differed from the stated policy to be a
problem. (See Figure 8.)

There is more time given for the exam (35)
Less rushed/more relaxed (25)
More time to study during the day (22)
Student is more alert in the evening (14)
Evening exams cover more material (3)
Those who said that evening exams were “worse” or “much
worse” gave as their reasons:
Scheduling conflicts (27)
Too long (20)
Throws off studying schedule (14)
More difficult (10)
Too late in the day (7)
Problems for commuters (4)
Not enough time pressure (3)
Have to worry about evening exam all day (3)

Students were asked about faculty practices during the week
in which an evening exam was given. Approximately one-third
said that new material was introduced that was covered on the
exam that evening or the next evening. Nearly one-third said
faculty canceled the lecture or recitation but asked for homework due the day after the exam. One half or more mentioned the following:
•

faculty canceled class after the exam rather than before,

•

they held the regularly scheduled lecture or recitation but
gave out ungraded problem sets,

Figure 6. General Opinion of Evening Exams Compared to Exams Given within Regular Daytime Class Periods
Much Better
10%
0%

Better

About the Same

26%
10%

20%

Worse

Much Worse

24%
30%

40%

50%

28%
60%

70%

11%
80%

90%

100%
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Figure 8. Evening Exam Experiences:
Administration Practices Compared to Problems

Figure 7. Evening Exam Experiences:
Scheduling Occurences Compared to Problems
A problem

A problem

Occurred one or
more times

Occurred one or
more times

24%

Scheduled evening exam or
review session on Wed. night

85%

34%
19%

20%

Scheduled review session
on Monday night

61%

Implied that students who
take conflict exam impose
on faculty

52%
22%

24%

Scheduled evening
exam on a Monday night

9%

Made conflict exam more
difficult than regular exam
46%

Scheduled evening
exam on Friday night

58%
16%

6%

Scheduled eve. exam
betw. 5-7pm/didn't offer
conflict at other time

Allowed only 1 hr. for
completion of
evening exam

26%

25%
24%

5%
Allowed more than
2 hrs. for completion
of evening exam

25%

Scheduled conflict
exam between 5-7 pm

38%
40%

Scheduled conflict
exam before 9 am

Designed evening exam
to be longer than
one hour

4%
0%

20% 40% 60%

80% 100%

•

they canceled lectures or recitations and replaced them
with optional reviews,

•

they did not cancel the regularly scheduled lecture or
recitation and gave students compulsory homework that
week.

The problems most frequently mentioned had to do with:
•

the instructor asking for homework the day after the
exam (although canceling a recitation or lecture),

•

giving students compulsory homework and not canceling
a recitation or lecture,

•

introducing new material during the week in which an
exam was given which was covered on the exam that
evening or the next evening. (See Figure 9.)

Advantages and Disadvantages of Evening Exams
Students were given a series of “Agree/Disagree” statements
(Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree — 5 categories) and
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Asked students to vote
on exam practice that differs
from policy

31%
20%

36%
86%
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

asked about the possible advantages and disadvantages of
evening exams. The biggest advantages mentioned by over
half the students were that evening exams give students the
opportunity to prepare during the day and they provide a better environment for test-taking due to the longer time period.
The biggest disadvantages were that they cause students to
skip extracurricular evening activities; they cause students living off-campus to stay on-campus in the evening; and they
disrupt the normal rhythm of studying at night. They were
divided in their opinion as to whether evening exams added
to or alleviated pressure. Slightly more than one-third mentioned they added to a student’s academic pressure, while
fewer, one-fifth, said they alleviated it. (See Figures 10 and
11.)
As one would expect, students who had one or more evening
subjects were more apt than those who had no evening subjects to agree that evening exams conflict with other evening
classes ( 56% vs. 27%, chisq = 26.87, 2df, p<.001, Cramer’s V
=.28). They were also more likely to agree that evening exams
cause students to skip their evening classes ( 59% vs. 35%,

Evening Exam Survey Results

Figure 9. For the week in which an
evening exam was given, the instructor:

Figure 10. Advantages of Evening Exams:
Percent who Agree with Statements

A problem
Occurred one or
more times
Introduced new material
covered on exam that
eve. or next

Cancelled class after exam,
rather than class
before exam
Held regularly scheduled
lec/rec but gave out
ungraded prob. sets

Cancelled lec/rec.; asked for
homework day after exam

Cancelled lecture or rec.;
replaced w/ optional review

Give students opportunity
to prepare during day

64%

56%
31%

Provide better environment for test-taking due
to longer time

55%

29%
57%

Allow students to perform
better because they're more
relaxed in evening

35%

34%

50%

77%

Good because they allow
faculty more time to teach

22%

Alleviate academic
pressure on students

21%

30%

23%
55%

0%
Didn't cancel lec/rec;
gave students compulsory
homework

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

64%
52%
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

chisq = 17.06, 2df, p<.001, Cramer’s V =.22). Similarly, those
who participated in two or more extracurricular activities
were more likely than those who participated in none or one
to agree that evening exams cause students to skip extracurricular activities (chisq = 44.90. 4df, p<.001, Gamma = -.57)
and disrupt the normal rhythm of studying at night (chisq =
20.10, 4df, p<.001, Gamma = -.34).
Students were asked about the number of subjects they took
during the year that offered evening exams. When this variable was crosstabulated with two of the “Agree/Disagree”
statements: evening exams “add to academic pressure of students” and evening exams “alleviate academic pressure on students” both relationships were statistically significant at
the.05 level. Students who took three or more subjects that
offered evening exams were divided between those who
thought that evening exams alleviated academic pressure and
those who thought that evening exams added to academic
pressure.
All the “Agree/Disagree” statements about advantages and
disadvantages of evening exams were correlated with the

Figure 11. Disadvantages of Evening Exams:
Percent who Agree with Statements
Cause students to skip
extracurricular activity
to take evening exam

74%

Cause students living
off-campus to stay
in the evening

59%

Disrupt normal rhythm of
studying at night

55%

Cause students to
miss dinner

53%

Create scheduling
difficulties for students w/
many eve. exams

50%

Cause students to skip
evening classes to take
evening exam

44%

Add to academic pressure
on students

38%

Conflict w/other
evening classes

38%
0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Evening Exam Survey Results
question “ What is your general opinion of evening exams
compared to exams given within regular daytime class periods?” The answer choices using a 5-point scale were “Much
Better” to “Much Worse”.
Students who preferred evening exams thought the biggest
advantages had to do with the evening exam providing students with a longer time period, under more relaxed conditions. Students who thought evening exams were worse
thought that they disrupted the normal rhythm of studying at
night and added to academic pressure.
Correlations Between Attitudes and Whether Students Thought
Evening Exams Were Better or Worse Than Daytime Exams:
Spearman Correlation Coefficients
a. Provide better environment for test-taking
due to longer time period

0.67

b. Give students opportunity to prepare for test during day

0.53

c. Allow students to perform better bec. they are more
relaxed in eve.

0.72

d. Good for students because they allow faculty more
time to teach

0.45

e. Conflict with other evening classes

-0.34

f. Cause students to skip evening classes to take
evening exam

-0.39

g. Cause students to skip extracurricular activities to
take evening exam

-0.48

h. Disrupt normal rhythm of studying at night

-0.63

i. Create scheduling difficulties for students with many
evening exams

-0.37

j. Add to academic pressure on students

0.67

k. Alleviate academic pressure on students

0.60

l. Cause students to miss dinner

-0.50

m. Cause students living off-campus to stay
on campus in the evening

-0.37

1 Registrar’s Data: In fall ‘97 there were 40 evening HASS classes. In Spring ‘98
there were 33.
2 Policy on Evening Exams/Quizzes in Undergraduate Subjects:
1. An evening exam is defined as a written exercise (quiz) that is not
given in a regular class period and begins after 7:00 pm. It must be the
equivalent of a quiz that could be given in a normal one-hour class period. The duration of an evening exam may not exceed two hours.

2. It is the intent of the Faculty that evening exams be used only to ease
the time pressure on students of one-hour exams given during a regular
class period, and not as a means of adding to the number of class peri-
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ods in a term. Therefore, during the week that an evening exam is given,
a regularly scheduled class hour (lecture or recitation) shall be cancelled;
or, alternatively, no homework shall be assigned for that week.

3. There is a need for times when evening classes and undergraduate
seminars can be scheduled free from potential conflict with evening
exams. Therefore, no evening exams or review sessions are to be scheduled on Monday evening, and faculty are urged to avoid scheduling
exams and review sessions on Wednesday evening.

4. When possible, evening exams should be scheduled through the
Registrar’s Office three weeks before Registration Day so that dates can
be included on students’ Class Schedules for planning purposes during
the Registration process. in any event, faculty must announce the schedule of any evening exams during the first week of the term.

5. Students who have a conflict between a scheduled evening exam and
other scheduled academic or extracurricular activities will be provided
with an exam at an alternate time. Alternate exams may not be scheduled
between 5:00 and 7:00 pm, in accordance with current Faculty
Regulations (although any individual student could request an alternative
exam between 5:00 and 7:00 pm).

(From CAP/FPC Memorandum, January 25, 1991)

APPENDIX C
Current Term and End-of-term Regulations
Rules and Regulations of the Faculty
2.51

Final examinations shall be held during the final examination period following each term, and shall be
scheduled through the Office of the Registrar, as well as announced to the class, before the end of the third
week of the term. The final examination scheduled in any subject shall last at least one hour and not more
than three hours.

2.53

For each subject with a final examination: no examination shall be given and no assignment, term paper, or
oral presentation shall fall due after the Final Exercise Date for classes with final examinations. This Date
shall be set as the Friday preceding the start of reading period. For each subject without a final examination:
at most, either one in-class examination may be given, or one assignment, term paper, or oral presentation
may fall due, between the Final Exercise Date and the end of the last regularly scheduled class in the subject.
An in-class examination given during this period is limited to one normal class period (or to one and one-half
hours, whichever is shorter).
No assignment, term paper, or oral presentation for any subject shall fall due after the last day of class
exercises scheduled for that subject.

1998-99 MIT Bulletin
Term Regulations
The Faculty Regulations governing end-of-term examinations and assignments, together with the Faculty Policy
Committee's interpretation, are described below. They apply both to undergraduate and graduate subjects.
Beginning of Term
•

During the first three weeks of classes, instructors are asked to provide a clear and complete description of the
requirements in each subject, including the due dates for required work, the schedule of examinations during the
term, whether there will be a final examination and the grading criteria and procedures to be used. Major
assignments should be assigned early enough to allow students the opportunity to manage their time effectively
throughout the term.

•

It is the instructor's responsibility early in the term to inform students of expectations regarding permissible
academic conduct in the subject. Particular attention should be given to such questions as the extent of
collaboration permitted or encouraged, and the use of prior years' materials in completing problem sets, lab
reports, and other assignments.

End of Term
•

Final examinations are held during the final examination period following each term, and must be scheduled
through the Schedules Office, as well as announced to the class, before the end of the third week of the term.
The final examination scheduled in any subject can last from one hour to three hours.
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•

For each subject that has a final examination, no examination may be given and no assignment, term paper, or
oral presentation may fall due after the Final Exercise Date. This date shall be set as the Friday preceding the
start of the Reading Period. The scheduled time for a final examination cannot be changed once it has been
officially published; inquiries about limited exceptions to this policy should be directed promptly to the
Schedules Office.

•

Each subject in which no final examination is given may have at most one of the following fall due between the
Final Exercise Date and the end of the last regularly scheduled class in the subject: one in-class quiz given
during a regularly scheduled class period or one assignment (term paper, lab report, take-home quiz, problem set,
oral presentation, etc.) An in-class quiz given during this period is limited to one normal class period (or to one
and one-half hours, whichever is shorter).

•

A comprehensive examination (covering most of the term's work) can only be given during the final examination
period or before the last week of classes.

•

No classes, examinations, or exercises of any kind may be scheduled beyond the end of the last regularly
scheduled class in a subject, except for final examinations scheduled through the Schedules Office. Any formal
reviews of subjects should be held during regular class periods, but the rule does not exclude the possibility of
sessions after the last day of classes at which the instructing staff is available to answer questions of students
who choose to attend. (The architecture design reviews that occur during finals week are considered to be
equivalent to final examinations and are scheduled by the Department of Architecture.)

•

No assignment of any kind may be given that falls due after the last regularly scheduled meeting of the class for
that subject. This does not prevent an instructor from giving an extension to an individual student, but blanket
extensions should not be given to the entire class.

•

Any departure from these rules requires permission of the CAP for undergraduate subjects or the CGSP for
graduate subjects. Any such approved exception will be announced early in the term and emphasized
appropriately. Asking students to vote on some deviation from the rules is not an acceptable procedure.

Faculty or students with questions regarding the interpretation or application of any of these provisions should
contact the Chair of the Faculty or request the assistance of the CAP, Room 7-104, (617) 253-4164.

Term Regulations from the Chair of the Faculty (Spring 1999)
1.2

FIRST THREE WEEKS
During the first three weeks of classes, faculty members are asked to provide a clear and complete
description of the requirements in each subject, including: 1) the due dates for required work; 2) a schedule
of examinations during the term; 3) whether there will be a final examination; and 4) the grading criteria and
procedures to be used. Major assignments should be assigned early enough to allow students the
opportunity to manage their time effectively throughout the term.

2.2

REGULATIONS FOR SUBJECTS WITH A FINAL EXAMINATION
In a subject with a final examination, no other examination may be given and no assignment may fall due
after Friday, May 7. Please note that extending the due date makes it harder, not easier, for students to plan
their work. Any such extension should only be done on an individual basis and at the request of the
student. Of course, regular classes and reading assignments may continue during the last week of the term
(through May 13), and new material presented during this period may be covered in the final examination.
The scheduled time for a final examination cannot be changed once it has been officially published; inquiries
about limited exceptions to this policy should be directed promptly to the Schedules Office.
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2.3

REGULATIONS FOR SUBJECTS WITH NO FINAL EXAMINATION
In a subject with no final examination, only one of the following may be given or fall due during the last
week of classes (May 10-13): a quiz given during a regularly scheduled class period (1 to 1.5 hours,
depending upon the length of the class period and not in the evening) or one assignment (paper, lab report,
problem set, oral presentation, etc.).

2.4

COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS
A comprehensive examination (covering most of the term’s work) can only be given during the final
examination period or before the last week of classes (i.e., before May 7).

2.5

EXERCISES AFTER THE LAST SCHEDULED CLASS
No classes, examinations, or exercises of any kind may be scheduled beyond the end of the last regularly
scheduled class in a subject, except for Architecture design reviews and final examinations scheduled
through the Schedules Office.
No assignment of any kind may fall due after the last regularly scheduled meeting of that subject. This does
not prevent an instructor from giving an extension to an individual student, but blanket extensions should
not be given to the entire class. Although formal reviews of subjects should be held during regular class
periods, the rule does not exclude the possibility of sessions after the last day of classes at which the
instructing staff is available to answer questions of students who choose to attend. Such sessions should
be publicized in advance and open to all students enrolled in a subject.
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APPENDIX D
Summary of Violation Reports
Fall Semester, 1998
During the Fall 1998 semester, most students reported violations of academic policies to the Chair of the Faculty via
email to feedback@mit.edu. The chair also received some additional messages forwarded from SCEP (the Student
Committee on Educational Policy) and a few telephone calls.
A review of the 33 messages sent to feedback@mit.edu reveals that some students were knowledgeable about the
Faculty regulations, some were confused and uncertain as to whether or not there had been a violation, and some
were mistaken. The students questioned procedures in 21 different subjects. The Chair of the Faculty, Professor
Lotte Bailyn said that the messages in this sample are typical of all of the messages she received that fall or in the
prior year.
What follows is a breakdown of complaint types. Some of the 33 messages concerned more than one violation, so
there were a total of 37 complaints/questions.

EVENING EXAMINATIONS —11 complaints/questions
Complaints/questions about time allotted to an evening examination (8 complaints)
•

1 complaint that exa mination could not possibly be interpreted to fit into a normal class period.

•

3 complaints about one evening examination which was extended during the examination itself, placing at a
disadvantage students who had to leave because of other obligations.

•

3 complaints that showed a misunderstanding of the policy. Students thought the evening examination should
only last for as long as a normal class period.

•

1 question about whether the 7:30-9 time slot for an evening examination was against policy.

Complaints about the scheduled class or assignments during the week of an evening examination (3
complaints)
All 3 complaints concerned scheduled presentations of some sort when no class/lecture/recitation, etc. was
cancelled. (In these situations, students were making the assumption that these presentations were the equivalent of
an examination).

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ASSIGNMENTS AT BEGINNING OF TERM—
10 complaints
Complaints about instructor changing quiz or final examination dates (7 complaints)
•

5 comp laints that instructor changed the examination date (not the final examination) well into the term.
•

3 concerned the same subject in which the instructor moved the quiz date to an earlier date
at the last minute due to unforseen holiday conflicts.
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•

2 complaints that an instructor did not have an official examination time registered and later in the term decided
to set an examination date.

Complaints about length of final examination (1 complaint)
1 complaint about a final examination being scheduled to last for 4 hours.

Complaints about changes in grading policy after term began (2 complaints)
Both complaints dealt with the same class in which a decision was made later in the term that a portion of the problem
sets would count toward the final grade.

SCHEDULING OF ACADEMIC EXERCISES—3 complaints
•

1 complaint that a laboratory was running later than 5 p.m.

•

2 complaints that a review session and an activity linked to an evening examination were scheduled for a
Monday night.

END OF TERM REGULATIONS—10 complaints
•

7 complaints that assignments were due during last week of classes in subjects with final examination.
•

3 concerned same class; 4 concerned different classes.

•

1 complaint that an optional problem set was due during last week of class, and the instructor was to grade this
problem set and drop lowest problem set grade for term.

•

1 complaint that presentations were due on the same day as final. For this same class, there was an additional
complaint that presentations were changed to the week before the final (counted in 7 complaints above).

•

1 complaint that there was an examination during the last week of class as well as homework.

MISC. — 3 complaints
•

1 complaint about an unreasonable workload during a short period of time (paper, problem set, group
presentation, take-home test).

•

1 complaint about review sessions on Monday nights.

•

1 report in which student confused the rules governing evening examinations and regular examinations taking
place during normal class period.
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APPENDIX E
Current Regulations on Scheduling Academic Exercises and on
Evening Examinations
Rules and Regulations of the Faculty
2.12

Exercises shall, in general, be held between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. Monday through Friday. Exercises shall begin
five minutes after and end five minutes before the scheduled hour or half-hour.
It is the intent of the Faculty that for undergraduate subjects there shall be no required academic exercises
between 5 P.M. and 7 P.M. Monday through Friday and between 1 P.M. Saturday and 8 A.M. Monday.
Exceptions may be made with the concurrence of the Committee on Academic Performance.

2.83

One unit of credit toward degree requirements represents approximately one hour per week of lecture,
exercise, or preparation for one term. Unit designations of courses normally shall be multiples of three units.
No instructor shall require more outside work than can be satisfactorily performed under ordinary working
conditions in the preparation time assigned to the course by students of average capacity, adequate
preparation, and reasonably good habits of work; and, in order that this rule may be practically enforced,
each instructor is expected from time to time to ascertain the amount of outside preparation actually given to
each of his or her courses by students whose work is of passing grade.

Bulletin
Policy on Evening Examinations/Quizzes in Undergraduate Subjects
An evening examination is defined as a written exercise (quiz) that is not given in a regular class period and begins at
or after 7:00 pm. It must be the equivalent of a quiz that could be given in a normal class period.
•

It is the intent of the Faculty that evening examinations be used only to ease the time pressure on students of
examinations given during a regular class period, and not as a means of adding to the number of class periods in
a term. Therefore, during the week that an evening examination is given, a regularly scheduled class hour (lecture
or recitation) shall be canceled; or, alternatively, no homework shall be assigned for that week.

•

There is a need for times when evening classes and undergraduate seminars can be scheduled free from potential
conflict with evening examinations. Therefore, no evening examinations or review sessions are to be scheduled
on Monday evening, and faculty are urged to avoid scheduling examinations and review sessions on
Wednesday evening.

•

When possible, evening examinations should be scheduled through the Schedules Office three weeks before
Registration Day so that dates can be included on students' class schedules for planning purposes during the
registration process. In any event, faculty must announce the schedule of any evening examinations during the
first week of the term.

•

Students who have a conflict between a scheduled evening examination and other scheduled academic or
extracurricular activities will be provided with an examination at an alternate time.
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Term Regulations Distributed by Chair of Faculty (Spring, 1999)
1.3

CLASS TIMES
In accordance with the Regulations of the Faculty Section 2.10, exercises should, in general, be held
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Exercises begin five minutes after and end five minutes
before the scheduled hour or half-hour. No undergraduate academic exercises may be required between 5
and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday without the prior approval of the Committee on Academic Performance
(CAP). This rule also covers “optional” sections that students may feel obliged to attend. It also means that
asking students to shift a scheduled class into this time slot is not acceptable.

1.4
1.4.1

EXAMINATIONS
The policy on evening quizzes/examinations for daytime classes states that 1) evening examinations should
be the equivalent of a quiz that could be given in a normal class period; 2) a regularly scheduled class period
should be canceled or no homework should be assigned for the week during which an evening examination
is given; 3) there should be no examinations on Monday evenings, and preferably not on Wednesday
evenings; 4) evening examinations should be scheduled through the Schedules Office; and 5) alternate
evening examinations should be provided for students who have conflicts with scheduled academic or
extracurricular activities.
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0 eo nQk\
aam may not be sc.hcdulCC!
dur:i.nS:the boun ot 5 PM to 1 PM whJcb WOll
td viol:lte f:.cu lty R1alc:s
.

,_,
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MASSACH!;SETI'SINST11UIT OF TECHNOLOGY

Decad>er 4, 1985

~E,ORANI:Ct10 :

lt hJLt;cc:mato this C::ntm1
:ttee 's anent .ton that s~-enl
insttl.iCWr"s schedulE! classes or aeeti.ngs ~ the hou::r$of 5-l!l p .m.

I oould like to remind o,y 0011._
o ! f!eitul.ation 2.ll.l
the P.ules Md no,nlllltlons ot the Faculty which states :

,:,f

"It is the intent of the Fll.culty that for underi,radw>te
subjeets.
there shauld be no. required aoAdemic .,,,,,,-c1$0$
bet,.,een 5 p .m. a.od 7 p.m. limday tllrou!<hFrida .v and between l p.m. S~turday Md 8 &.(!I . lt>nday. Elo:<)ptiOtll!I fflY
be trade with the concurrence of the Conmittee on M;odernic
Per!o:mance. "
The Connitt..,
baa dis,ms sed the !ollowi~
cw, probl""'9 ond
iools that student~ swu}d be -alerted at t he bepnni.JuZ of 1:be term 1.f
;'OU pllLD to schedule cuss S<!SSiOftS after 7 p.m. on weekdo.yg. AlS<>,
for every evening $<!SS
ion which by itself extends the n.omal total
-.kly
b<>urs of a sub j ..ct. the C.A.P. asks that tll<! daytlmO scbodlllo of
~bat subject be reduced accoro.i.ngly.

January 25, 1991
COMMITJ'EE ON ACADEMICPERFORMANCE

FACULTYPOLICYCOMMlTI'EE
POLICY ON EVENING EXAMS/QUIZZES IN UNDERGRADUATE SUBJECTS
Evenln1oum, - Snwhich 1tud1nL1typlcaUyhave up lOt.wohours to completea on.. hour oxam - hove
btcomt • rtplacement.for one-hourin-class exams forsorMMlT undercreduatt1Ubj&Ct1.
ThtM evtninrexamsare. uen II an advantoeeby rn.any
rtudenLsand faculty because they ean providt
• bciu.. , evaluaUon of undontondin; the mat1rh l Cln• emphu i 1 on 1peed), •nd provide II b~ttcr, lull
pressured enviN>nmentf'orthe qu\1. However.thek exams can ~onOic:~
with MIT classes (especially
HASS 111ubje
d.l} schedulodin tht ovtnlnp, which c•n mu.n mlHlnc a week't worth of clauu In•
11.1bjeet
in orderto t.akean evening e.xam,
Furtht-r,evening eixamacan connic;. wlt..'1eveninrn~n-acede.mica~tivities. d)srupt studenu' normnl
rhythm of 1tudying: and ane nding cl11110. and, In tome e.1110, viol•to t:ll1tin, P1,tult:, Rci:ulnt\on 1

(i.e., the schtduling of con!'lietQ1Jit-iti from ~ \O 7 p.rn.)

The following policies.applicable to Wlderp'aduate subjects only, are designed to
maintain in a simple way the positive features of evening exam.s while minimizing

their negative impacts:
1. An evening exam ia defined as a writte.n exercise (quiz) that ia not given in a

regular class period and bei\ns afu!r 7:00 p.m. It must be the equivalent of a
quiz that could be giv•n in a normal one-holll'clua p•riod. The duration of an
eveninc ex.ammay not exceed two hours.
2. It is tho intent of the Faculty that evening exams be used only to eeae the
time pressure on student.s of one-hour exams given during a regular class
period. end not as n moons of odding to the number of class periods in n term .
Therefore, during the week that an evening exam is given. a regulariy
scheduled class hour {leclur• or recit,.ation)shall bo cancelled: or, o!Lcrnntivcly,
no homework shall be assigned for that week.
3. There is a nee d for times when evening classes and undergraduate
seminars can be schoduled free from potential conflict with evening exams..
Thererore.no evening exams or review sessions are t.O be schedulo,don Monday
evening. and faculty are urged to avoid scheduling exams and re-view sessions
on Wednesday evening.

4. When possible, evening exams should be scheduled through tho Registrar's
Office three weeks before R.gistratfon Day so that dates can be included on
students' Class Schedules for planni ng purposes during the Registr ation
process. In any event, faculty must an nounce the schedule of any evening
exams during the first week of the term.
6. Students who have a conflict between a scheduled evening exam and other

sched uled academic or extracurricuhn activiti es will be provi ded with an ex-am
at an alternate Lime. Alternate exams may not be scheduled between 5 :00 and

7:00 p.m.. in accordance with current Faculty Regulations (although any individual student could roquest an alternative exam between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m.)
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FACULTY
RULES
YOU
SHOULD
KNOW
1?,e, F«vhy ~ o numbft o(re,:uiof.lons~ ro Ms.ut ~ thoc you o,e able to

8rouaht

1et tM most OClt ofyou, ~or.ioMI ~ience . H«e ore a fewof tht-se rules.
to You by tho UA STUDENT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY (SCEP)

NON -ACADEMIC TIME: 5 TO 7 PM

EVENING EXAMS:
'"Mt.St be the tq~

of a qyix th.t t coutd t,,.
JM!nIn a nonnal dass period."
• •Duri,_ the 'NMk that an .. ......-C
o::am is
•

ii-..~--

ho.,r(loct,n
or ntdtal:lon ) shd bo aulOIINd; or , akWNtN'W)'.

ro honwNOri<shal be assjgned for that 'W'Mk..
•
• '"No .....wtin, etll'l"ll or~
MHlorw.&re to
bt schoduled on Moncby eYel'lirc,and faculty
aro ~ to ~Id schodullrg cums ~nd nrvicw
*'tQnS,
on Wedneld:cy ove,ning...
• ·scudents who h:t.ve a conflict botwMn a

1chod\Nd ..... nirc exam and other achedui.d
ACAOEM IC 0-. EXT'JltACUIUUCUt.All ACTIV'ln£S

wmbe pt'OoAded wtth

Mi O:Xan\

a: an a!tem:.t•

timo . '"

MIT &,lirtti"I 91l99 , p. llt

·11 is the intent of tM Facuiry that for underg~ uat• 11Jbi«u ~ 1hall be no 1"9quired
acad,emic:oxertis.el: bet'o.ieen S p .m. and 7 p.m.
Monday ,~
Friday and I p.m.
s.n.day and 8 a.m. Monday. ~ moy be
made widi tho c:ono.KT'WICle of the Committee on
Acadomlc Po<formanco..
I\Atf; Ott4~«bnt

o{ lht F«ukf, 2.12. p . 9

COMPREHENSIVEEXAMS:
"A 0>mpt0Mnllve enmir4tion (cowri,c most of
WO<i<)
an only be gi-, during the 6n>I
8)Ql'n
period ~ before the last week of cb ss.os. -

the,.,,,,
.,

1' fl

&drf .fl f&.'99. p ,0

~ lddec!'.

RELIGIOUS ABSENCES:
REQUIRED WORKAND
COLLABORAT ION RULES:
• "Ourifc

the

if1St:t'\l(t0t1

fln"'t t.hnae w.oks

of d.a.u.- ..

ue ukod to proY10t a de:2r and

compl« e dccriptk>n ot lht roqulremenu in
~ stJbtea. indudi~
the duo dat• for
rtiq vl,..S 'W'Orloc.,
the sd-ieduSeof ~J
oro
du rin,. the term. wnether there will bo a final
e.xaml~tlon and t he eradlrcakoti.a and
proe-.dul"Ol to be vs.od...
• ·it b the tnurvao.-'s ros-ponsJbllity.ariy In the
tu m to inform ttud4nu of u.poc.ut iom
repr<firig permis.-sible
Jademlc c:otlduc:in the

• Anj nudont who Is UNb le to ,1;ttenddanos or
participate In tny oxam lnation , study , or woric
~u lf'9n"llll'Wton a partic:ubr day boauua of ht.,
or hw ~ bdie& S oxo.,sed from iny ,uai
activity . T'hil stu:fo,- wf!I bo giwn the oppor-tunity to make up malce up the work that was.
mlu..S, proyl,ded that the ~ work 6oet
not av.ate an~
burden LtpOn MIT.
• The lnttlh..u: will no( kw-f fo.s or charges of any

kit>d when allo"winzthe fflld•r,: to tni\k49up
mlutd work. lo addl t lot\, no a~l'lO or
pro jucfte:
I~ eff.as win resuit beauso studonu
have mad• us. o, ,~
pr<Wiiions.
Mir f.ttiit1,'" °*'99 . P

n

wll!«t..
• • Asklrc students to 'o'Ote on SO('M dcrvladon
from tho n.ANa r'Ot an accepuble pt'O('Odu
ro. •

RIGHT TO REPORT VIOLATIONS:
"'lrdN!dutJs w\11not bl ,-prlmancled

°' dhcrirtin,.

at'fd aprsl for inillixirc
an irqury or <0,npta,int •.•
iWT&rt.en tNtt. p 7l

To R EPOl!T PkOIUMS

TO THI CHAIR Of THE fACUL TY: (Hdback@mlt.edu
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Manypotential problems are mudl easier to deal with at the beginning a( r./Jeterm than
at the end. EDcha( yourclassesshould have given )'OU o written syllabus that surM1orizes
oil tests. quizzes . and required work_;( not, you should get one by the end of the third
week of the term . We uri:e you to check each a( your syllabi a,amst this checkrist.
Let us lcnowif you notice ar,y problems. It will be much easier both for you and
for your professor to catch problerm and make chan,res early .

..

Subject

Syllab4~ Checfdist for
'
Undergraduate
Subjects
.
' \
ee,.•
,-

Numbers

'

~

.:-

I

-

~

...

UAStudent ~ OIi ~adol)OI

~ /SCEl'
i

1,
'
Thanis ;to the:AtaMmk~
.Ollice..Mche
0-ahhe
:O-, olScuilono>
.w,dl~f
··,'to

Coorm:t~

0

0

0

a a

'

on.other#iieof.PPI"!,

~

(OOSIJ
!;j

Al exams,qui:aeo. and prcolem sea are marl<edon the syllab<Js.

In weeks when eveni ng exams are given:

0

a

0

0

0

D D D

No exam or review session Is scheduh.tdon a Mondaynight.

0

Studentswho ha:veconflictswith .rche®tedocodcmk:o, extracurric
ukNactMtiesare provided an exam at Ml akematetime.

a a
o

a

'

r

...........

0

D 0

Elmer • d ass is cance lled . or no homework is assAgoed.

D D D D Na academk mu,rc!sesare scheduled between 5 PM and 7 Pt1.

D D D

O O

o o

D O

Tho ')'11:al>us
pro,,idos • de>r descriptionof the rules for coll:abormon
in the subject. Note: If chesegtide/ines aren·, there. osk the p,ofess,Jrw
P,O'k'ide
chem. (Dllabt:la tlon rules Voty from subjectco subje.ct.

..,.ms
.,..schodul«I

O MY f<n>l

dunrc the

nnaiexom pariod .

E..ams

gM>nin the last week o f the mrm c°"'r on ly recently prcse~
matenal, not most ol the term 's worl<.

D D O D D If the subject h1s a final exam:
0

O

D

O D

o

O

o o o

No teSa.,.., &M>'1
and no wlgnment is due aft..- Fndoy. Hay 7.
tr the subject does not have a final exam:
AT HOSTone assignmoncfallsdue ORone test or quiz ls gr,,en
altt< Friday, Hay 7.

No assignment falls du e and no e><ercise oth« than a final e=n is
schedu led after the last <Illyof dasses , Thurw.y, Hay 13.
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APPENDIX J
Current Regulations on Take-home Examinations
Rules and Regulations of the Faculty
2.51

Final examinations shall be held during the final examination period following each term, and shall be
scheduled through the Office of the Registrar, as well as announced to the class, before the end of the third
week of the term. The final examination scheduled in any subject shall last at least one hour and not more
than three hours.

Term Regulations distributed by Chair of the Faculty (Spring 1999)
1.4.2

Take home final exa minations are not permitted for any undergraduate subject. Final examinations must be
announced to students before the end of the third week of the term (Friday, February 26). All final
examinations are held during the final examination period following each term and must be scheduled
through the Schedules Office. Scheduled final examinations may be from one to three hours.
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MEMORA
NDUM
Oat, :

19 Apri l 1994

To:

Institu te Facu lty

from :

Linn Hobbs
Chair, CUP

Re:

T1ke• Home fl n11IEnmlnall onJ

on dst Urukrgraduat~ Program (CUP) VOied at itS 17 November 1993 me et int. tO
discontu:iue an cx:pcrimcnl beguo in I.he Spring 1992 1t.1T1es1cr,
which had pe rmitted cerui n
HASS·D sub jr c t ins tructors to set Uii e,h o me final cxamin11ion1 in place of 1 1radi1ion:al.
sc.h.edulcd 1·3 ho ur sit -down final The experiment h.ad required an c.xtmption from a R~gularion
of lht Focully whi ch does not permit 1.:1
ke-home fnal exa mination,.,
Tht' Co,r.1,u't ~t

The u pctimcnt was unde rtaken in response tO I previous decision of the KASS·O Overview
Commiucc to require a final cu m in all ffASS..o subJCCU. The mo1iva1ioo behind the experiment
v.-u to help the KASS,D Overview Committtc c-v11lu
atc nhc rmmv e forms or s1udcnt asscs.s men 1
for subj «LS where a tnditi-Onal fioaJ cx1min.11
ion appc1red inappropriate or pcdgogically
quesrionlb lc and to help detennin~ whethe r final ua minations s.hould~ontinuc 10 be rcctuired ,n
these SUbJCCts. CUP's rccocsidnu ioo was prec:ipiiatcd.. at leMt in pan. by a rcquc$t rrom the
faculty who 1ca.ch 6.00 1 for a take-h ome final cum experiment m th-11$UbJcCt. After
consi derable discuss io n , CUP concluded 1h11 th e HASS.O ta ke -hom e final exam ination
n:pcr imcnt had not been a WCC.C$$ and should not b( extended IOoth-cr subjens.. The CUP vexed
lOend the experiment, bcginnmg with lhc Spcin£ semester !994.
The CUP thought II would be usef ul to repon 10 the Facu lty the mo1iva1ioo for 1hc original
cxprr iment and its subsequent implcmcnUHion, the nature of the 6.00 1 request. and the rui.on •nii!
be hi nd CUP'S actio n 10 en d th e experiment Several HASS-D 1ns 1ruc 1ors fee1 suongl>· 1ha 1 th e

traditional siHSown form of an uam in11d
on represents a pcd3£:0'1k1 lly-1rrckv-nn1cxamintUt<Jn
tool. inappropria1c:10 the mode or m.anncr 1n w hic h 1heir subJCCtS(pOctry- or play-wrning. for
cxampl<"
) are u1u~ht. The 6.00 1 request wu likewise prompted by pedagogical conce rns.. in th111
case th1 1 a tr.1diuonal final docs not a llow the instructors 10 pose real-world dcs 1sn- l!ke
txpcr ic nccs. and 1ha1 11me-pressurcd exams discri mi natt unfairly as.ainst thl>Sc students who iare
slow but nor.cthclc:s.swise; ffl cxe.rcisc was additionally S<klg
ht which \\ Ould cncourase sn,dcm..,
to .. ·ork UJicthc:
r. ruhC'r 1hanindependently.
C\,"P. 10geihcr wilh the Commmct o n Academic Pcrformanc'Cw ho tilso eo r:sidc-r«s tht' que suo n :11

cvrs request..feared U1a1 a take·homC'fin2I exercise: could easily

c~ !a1c b(y ond .. -h:tt

~ls

rc uon11ble 10 upc ct in a tradi 1ion1 l 1hrec•hour exam . even cou n 1ing in prepJrJ1ion 1imc for 1he
tra diu oniil cu m. Indeed.. 1hcir fears apput cd ro nfirmcd by 1hc cx1ens.1,•e na1ure of some of th~

que:s1ior:s JSkC'din HASS-0 1akc•homc. eu m1nn1Jons. Thous h !.urvcy dat3 Tcvcalcd tha1many
K- 1

s.tudcntSHked the idea of take-home finals. lt\--eral ocher sipificant pn:>blc:mswere raised in
d iscuss ion: 1) Few o r no contro ls appear to have been ins1huted (or appear poss ib le to have
been insaitu,cd) in the HASS--0
experiment over how muth time I Studentwould spend on a 1akchome (tnal eum in 11io n. 2) It seemed d ifficult for an outsldc overv iew committee lO aMess lhc
time commitment required. 3) It se-emeddiffkuh also to parantc c faimcu IO those srud~t 5 who
mi&hthave several other Onaluamlruu lons to pccp3re for 11ndcould find com:spondingly less
dmc tO devoc:c10 a take-home cxerci~ 4) There appeared no asy way lO assure equal access to
resource materials. which might be easily 1vail1btc LOsome studcntS through subject rcposi1orics
in ccnain livi.na aroups
:ind u.nava.ilableto others. S) The difficul1yor cnending 1hcexperiment
10 only one or a (cw deservina 1ubjccu in other dtputmc.nu a.nd other sc.hoo!s was
acknowledged. And. 6) it was cons idered unre.alistic 10 expect a Student to complete mulliple
iake•hom• finals lo lh• brief wne available. Thcu probl<msare panJcularly compoundtd foe •
heavily~nrolled. demandingsubjc,;1 lilre6,001, involvina a lari< number of freshmen.
Given MIT's present shon readin& and final examination periods.. CUP Feh 1h.a1 the final
uami nuion perkwlshould 00011.n.
u.eIOremain distinct. Exercbes of the JOn proposed (or take·
home final eumina1iocs might be done wilhin the scmesicr and shouJd not atend in10 the fin.al
enmlnalio a. per iod. CUP wu lhc.refore rclucunt to sana ion contlnuadon or the KASS·D takehome final experiment aod unwillina 10 CX1cn
d the. experiment to other subjects. CUPtherefore
wd comcd lhe recomme:adltion of the HASS·DReview Comrniuec 1h11 final examlnui ons tn
KASS-Dsubjecu should no loo&er be mandatory.

In summary, take-home final cnminacions io any subject there.fore re main proscribed. as
specified in fl.51 of Rvks oNl R•g•IDdo,uo/ rJ..Foamy. Any fiO&lexamination &iven"""' be
scheduled durini the final CX1111iD11ioo
period and cannor las1mou lhan three b®n. Alternative
evaluation u:er clse1 aivcn In the semester mu.stconform 10 tbe end-of-term regulations
distn"burcdto tilculrymembers eacll semcsrerby lhe O.air of rhe Facully.
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APPENDIX L
Current Regulations regarding Governance of Examinations
Rules and Regulations of the Faculty
1.72

The Faculty Policy Committee…
The Committee shall have the following duties and responsibilities:
a. Formulate policy on matters of concern to the Faculty, for approval by the Faculty; interpret and
implement policy as approved by the Faculty.
b. Coordinate the work of the other Committees of the Faculty, establishing liaison with them, providing
guidance and direction, and referring issues to particular Committees or establishing Ad Hoc Committees as
appropriate.
c. Maintain a broad overview of the Institute's academic programs, coordinating and reviewing proposals
from the Standing and Ad Hoc Committees for presentation to Faculty meeting.
d. Communicate with the Faculty as a whole on important matters of policy, reporting regularly at Faculty
meetings….

1.73.1 The Committee on Graduate School Policy...
Among the duties and responsibilities of the Committee shall be:...
d. Cooperating with the Committee on Academic Performance in making recommendations to the Faculty on
such matters as calendar changes, examinations, and grading.

1.73.2 The Committee on the Undergraduate Program…
Among the duties and responsibilities of the Committee shall be:…
a. Considering proposals that would change or modify undergraduate educational policies, and making
suitable recommendations to the Faculty.
b. Exercising oversight responsibility for undergraduate education, including the freshman year, the General
Institute Requirements, and other interdepartmental programs, giving attention to both short-term and longterm trends and directions.
c. Encouraging experimental innovation in undergraduate education, including the approval and supervision
of limited educational experiments and granting of exceptions to allow any experiment to depart from specific
Faculty Regulations and MIT administrative procedures. Descriptions of experiments and reports on their
progress and outcome shall be circulated to the Faculty. Experiments that show enduring value should be
incorporated in the usual ways into the Faculty Regulations and administrative practices.
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d. Interacting with other Faculty Committees and with the Schools, departments, and programs on important
issues in undergraduate education and communicating with the MIT community as a whole about such
issues.

1.73.3 The Committee on Curricula…
a. The Committee shall interpret and implement undergraduate educational policy as approved by the
Faculty…..
g. The Committee shall serve as the standing Faculty advisory body to the Registrar.

1.73.5 The Committee on Academic Performance...
a. ... shall be concerned with the academic performance of undergraduates. It shall make recommendations to
the Faculty on such matters as minimum scholastic standards, calendar changes, examinations, and grading,
in consultation with the Committee on Graduate School Policy on those matters which also relate to
graduate students.
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Appendix M
Current Regulations regarding Violations of Examination Policies
Term Regulations Distributed by Chair of Faculty (Spring, 1999)
2.

PLANNING FOR THE END OF TERM
To ensure that student and faculty workloads do not become overwhelming, the Faculty regulates
examinations and work assignments at the end of term. Nonetheless, each term violations of these
regulations arise in a number of subjects. While usually well intended, requirements that are in violation of
the rules often impose hardships on students. When such violations occur, the Chair of the Faculty has the
responsibility to contact the instructor to resolve the problem. It is often difficult and awkward to resolve
such situations late in the term in a way that is fair to the students and that preserves the educational value
intended by the instructor. For this reason, please read these guidelines carefully and contact the Faculty
Chair Lotte Bailyn (lbailyn@mit.edu) early in the term with any questions you may have.
Please note that students are aware of these regulations; do not be surprised if they call them to your
attention. Students are entitled to expect that no faculty member will deviate from these rules except with
prior permission of the CAP for undergraduate subjects and the Committee on Graduate School Policy
(CGSP) for graduate subjects, and that any such approved exception will be announced and appropriately
emphasized early in the term. Having students vote on some deviation from the rules is not an acceptable
procedure.
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